GLOUCESTER A V. BRISTOL A.

WITH A FEW WORDS ON THE
"MASSACRE" AT BRISTOL.

BY "TEEK."

Quite a tidy little game to watch, the progress of which was as follows:

At 3.35
The teams came on, but
no referee.

At 3.36
Collins scored from
penalty for Bristol.

At 3.37
Briskly, he
swung for him.

At 3.38
Started things moving.

And just before
Penbow did
the
same
for Gloucester,

Whitby regained
the lead
for Bristol
by scoring a try.

And
score
from a penalty for Gloucester.

During this game dull bumps and distressing cries were wafted over Kingsholm.

From the direction
of the
memorial
ground, Bristol.

Now, the less we say about the dreadful affair itself the better. But I offer Saxby
the following brainy quiffs, free of charge, in the hope that they may help
Glouster to avoid further similar mishaps by getting possession of the ball
offener from the scrums.

Quiff No. 1.
Lewis should
carry
a pot of hot glue.

Quiff No. 2.
All forwards
should
grown
feet
like monkeys.

Quiff No. 3.
Saxby
should bring
one
of his
horse-
rakes with him.

Quick Harold! I've got it!
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